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This is the darkest chapter in this chilling depiction of evil unleashed. It ends with the words: "It was night. Shadows hovered over the Gifts. And now - you see - blessed are those who suffered and suffered, who breathed the bitterness of the victims into themselves!" Chapter V. Genuine Revolution The wrath of the revolution The opposition, following the guillotine on its heels, was ready to destroy everything that was connected with itself. In
essence, such a revolution did not take place in France - and this is clearly seen from the uprising in Varennes, because at that time there, as in France, the anti-monarchist movement was characteristic primarily for the capital, while in the provinces such actions became more and more more rare. Both in Paris and in the provinces, "opposition" could be dangerous primarily for the legitimate monarch, either in the event of sharp opposition from
the opposition, or after the emperor's open resistance. In 1806 this was the first serious act of opposition directed against the government itself. Already at the beginning of 1806, the Parisian Legislative Assembly warned Louis-Philippe about the danger hanging over him from the opposition. It stated in particular: "... in view of the fact that rebellions are rampant outside the country, creating serious dangers for the regime of Louis Napoleon,
and this regime is moving away from legitimate authority every day, it seems to us quite appropriate that we, forgetting about our differences, as citizens of France and the subjects of Louis XVIII, did everything in our power to protect, if necessary, his life and legitimate authority ... ... we, the inhabitants of Paris, from the depths of our hearts, condolences to all of you and in this difficult time we want to be with you." However, Louis-Charles
de Gaulle declared that the real, revolutionary government of France was the Legislative Assembly. On July 30, 1806, when he acted as President of the Chamber of Deputies, he, despite the opposition of the French Foreign Minister and the republican and liberal opposition, kept his promise and acted in accordance with the constitution of 1802. And although the traditional foundations of the political system were preserved in France for a
long time, already in the first years of the reign of Louis-Antoine Bourbon as the new emperor, constitutionalists tried to breathe life into the lost, once proclaimed by the Legislative Assembly
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